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BlockBusters 2016: #2
Difficulty:

Made using the Tucker Trimmer® I

All the instruction you need to make the units required for this block can be
found in the instructions that came with your Tucker Trimmer® I tool and on the
Shaded Four Patch technique sheet. There are charts, step by step graphics, and
directions. Use the chart to find the information you need for the finished size of the
unit you want to make. Then work your way through the instructions.
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When making your shaded four patches remember that the narrow strip is your
small square and that the wide strip becomes your little triangles. Since you will only
need 4 units you do not need a full strip length. Also when making your quarter
square triangles pay attention to the placement of the light, medium, and dark fabrics
as you create your quarter square units.
Be sure to remember that in addition to the instructions that come with
your Tucker Trimmer® I tool, and the information on the Shaded Four Patch
technique sheet, we have free video demonstrations for you to view(available at
Studio180Design.net). These videos will walk you through the processes of making
and trimming down your quarter square triangle and shaded four patch units that
you need to make this Crowning Glory BlockBuster.

Cutting Chart
Unit

# of units 6” Finished Block 9” Finished Block 12” Finished
required Size
Size
Block Size

A: Shaded Four
Patch

4

2” finished size
2½” cut size

3” finished size
3½” cut size

4” finished size
4½” cut size

B: Quarter
Square Triangles

4

2” finished size
2½” cut size

3” finished size
3½” cut size

4” finished size
4½” cut size

C: Square

1

2½” cut size

3½” cut size

4½” cut size
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